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Abstract
The risk of fracture is increased in both type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) and type 
2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). However, in contrast to the former, patients with type 
2 diabetes mellitus usually possess higher bone mineral density. Thus, there is a 
considerable difference in the pathophysiological basis of poor bone health 
between the two types of diabetes. Impaired bone strength due to poor bone 
microarchitecture and low bone turnover along with increased risk of fall are 
among the major factors behind elevated fracture risk. Moreover, some 
antidiabetic medications further enhance the fragility of the bone. On the other 
hand, antiosteoporosis medications can affect the glucose homeostasis in these 
patients. It is also difficult to predict the fracture risk in these patients because 
conventional tools such as bone mineral density and Fracture Risk Assessment 
Tool score assessment can underestimate the risk. Evidence-based recommend-
ations for risk evaluation and management of poor bone health in diabetes are 
sparse in the literature. With the advancement in imaging technology, newer 
modalities are available to evaluate the bone quality and risk assessment in 
patients with diabetes. The purpose of this review is to explore the patho-
physiology behind poor bone health in diabetic patients. Approach to the fracture 
risk evaluation in both T1DM and T2DM as well as the pragmatic use and efficacy 
of the available treatment options have been discussed in depth.
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Core Tip: Diabetes mellitus, either type 1 or type 2, has adverse effects on bone that 
translate into an elevated fracture risk. Different pathophysiological mechanisms 
contribute to poor bone health in patients with diabetes. Diagnosis of bone fragility in 
diabetic patients is challenging as traditional fracture predictors underestimate fracture 
risk in this population, contributing to the concept that diabetes affects bone quality. 
While waiting for further evidence, the prevention and management of bone fragility in 
diabetes should include identification of patients at risk, correction of modifiable risk 
factors, appropriate choice of antidiabetic medications and use of antiosteoporosis 
drugs with proven efficacy.
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INTRODUCTION
The prevalence of diabetes mellitus (DM) is increasing worldwide, along with 
diabetes-related renal and cardiovascular complications, in particular, resulting in an 
enormous burden on healthcare systems[1].DM adversely affects the skeleton as well, 
and the increased risk of fragility fractures is an important complication in diabetics
[2]. Given the different pathogenic mechanisms of type 1 DM (T1DM) and type 2 DM 
(T2DM), they exhibit a unique relationship with bones. Recent evidence shows that 
both T1DM and T2DM are associated with an increased risk of fracture[3]. However, 
the relative contribution of low bone strength and increased incidence of falls behind 
the higher fracture risk in diabetic patients remains unknown. Fracture risk increases 
with duration of disease, poor glycemic control and the presence of vascular complic-
ations[4]. From a clinical standpoint, there are several challenges in the management 
too. Both bone mineral density (BMD) T-score and Fracture Risk Assessment Tool 
(FRAX) underestimate fracture prediction in patients with diabetes, particularly T2DM
[5]. Moreover, antidiabetic medications have differential effects on bone homeostasis 
and fracture risk. The coexistence of DM and osteoporosis runs the risk of significant 
associated morbidity and mortality; it may also lead to significant debilitation. Thus, 
understanding their complex interaction is integral to providing optimal care for these 
patients. The purpose of this manuscript is to review the current knowledge of the 
factors and interconnected mechanisms that negatively affect several determinants of 
bone strength in patients with DM. In addition, keeping future perspectives in mind, 
the considerations regarding management in this population from the glycemic and 
the skeletal point of view are discussed.

EFFECT OF INSULIN AND INSULIN RESISTANCE OVER BONE 
Insulin is anabolic for bones. Animal studies have clarified the complex mechanism 
through which insulin regulates bone turnover. Insulin exerts direct anabolic actions 
by activation of its cognate receptor. This insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) receptor 
has a crucial role in the execution of anabolic effects of insulin on osteoblasts[6]. As a 
result, insulin-deficient conditions like T1DM are typically associated with low levels 
and/or action of IGF-1. The role of amylin (cosecreted with insulin from pancreatic β-
cell, thus low in T1DM) is unclear to date. Few studies have shown high serum levels 
of this factor to correlate with high bone mass[7]. However, further studies are needed 
to conclude its role in bone health in T1DM.
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On the other hand, insulin resistance (IR), the most important feature of T2DM, 
affects bone quality directly in two ways. First, high blood glucose in circulation 
induces osteoblast resistance to the actions of IGF-1[8]. Second, high concentrations of 
advanced glycated end products (AGEs) impair the stimulatory actions of IGF-1 on 
osteoblasts[9]. Additionally, IR and adipose tissue dysregulation contribute to chronic 
low-grade inflammation, which can promote bone loss. In this population, loss of 
Dock 7 protein and silencing of Thy-1 expression induce higher bone resorption and 
increased adipogenesis, which leads to the impaired bone formation which in turn 
contributes to low bone mass[10]. Obesity-induced hypogonadism has also been 
implicated in the pathogenesis of low bone mass in IR state[11].

Mechanical loading is crucial for bone health as it stimulates the mechanosensitivity 
of osteoblasts through the Wnt-β-catenin pathway. It also increases the expression of 
Runt-related transcription factor 2 and consequently promotes osteogenesis. It inhibits 
dickkopf-related protein 1 and sclerostin secretion, resulting in attenuated bone 
resorption[12]. Some suggest skeletal loading may be compromised in consequence of 
a decrease in muscle strength due to decreased glucose uptake by muscles; however, 
this postulation is yet to be confirmed. Animal data show high-fat diet-induced 
obesity, achieved after 14-24 wk of high-fat diet consumption, leads to higher bone 
resorption, lower bone formation, poor quality of bone architecture and loss of bone 
strength[13]. Thus, both insulin deficiency and IR is associated with low bone mass. 
Nevertheless, hyperinsulinemia secondary to IR might contribute to high BMD in 
T2DM.

BONE HEALTH IN T1DM 
Fracture risk in T1DM
The risk for fractures in patients with T1DM is three-fold higher than in the general 
population[14,15]. According to a large meta-analysis, the pooled relative risk in 
patients with T1DM compared to controls was 3.78 (95% confidence interval (CI): 2.05-
6.98; P< 0.001) for hip fractures and 2.88 (95%CI: 1.71-4.82; P< 0.001) for vertebral 
fractures[15]. Studies suggest a stronger association of hip and vertebral fractures with 
T1DM (relative risk 6.3 and 6.94, respectively) compared to T2DM (relative risk 1.7 and 
1.38, respectively) in both men and women[16]. The increased risk of fractures in 
patients with T1DM extends through the entire life span and starts 10 to 15 years 
earlier than nondiabetic populations[17]. The fracture risk is related to the duration of 
diabetes, with some studies revealing a near-linear relationship[18], and some suggest 
a bimodal relationship, with the highest incidence occurring within the first 2.5 years 
of diagnosing DM and a second peak occurring after 5 years[19]. Most studies fail to 
establish any association with glycemic control. However, the risk is higher in T1DM 
with microvascular complications.

Mechanisms of increased bone fragility in T1DM
The increased fracture risk in T1DM is not solely explained by changes in BMD. Other 
mechanisms involving alterations in bone quality, microarchitecture and bone 
turnover have been suggested. Figure 1 summarizes the pathophysiologic events 
leading to increased risk of fractures in T1DM.

BMD in T1DM: Studies on BMD in subjects with T1DM have reported a decrease in 
BMD ranging from 8% to 67% with the hip being the worst affected (approximately 
37%) followed by vertebrae (approximately 22%)[16,20]. A high proportion of 
25(OH)D deficiency and low IGF-1 in children and adolescents with T1DM has been 
found, which might contribute to low axial BMD[21]. Data regarding the age of onset 
of osteopenia in patients with T1DM are conflicting, as studies show low Z-scores in 
children and young adults, but no differences in adults with T1DM in comparison to 
nondiabetics. A recent meta-analysis showed a significant reduction of BMD in 
children with T1DM[22]. Normalization of BMD or bone size over time in patients 
with T1DM is seen in longitudinal studies. Poor glycemic status can adversely affect 
BMD during childhood and adolescence, even though dual-energy X-ray absorp-
tiometry (DXA) may not identify osteoporotic range for BMD[23]. An inverse 
correlation between BMD scores with glycated hemoglobin/hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) 
and the duration of diabetes has been noticed in many but not all studies, yet the 
association with microvascular complications have been more consistent[24-26]. 
Results of the trabecular bone score (TBS) in T1DM have been inconsistent. Diabetics 
with microvascular disease have been seen to have lower total, cortical and trabecular 
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Figure 1 Mechanisms of increased bone fragility in type 1 diabetes mellitus. DKA: Diabetic ketoacidosis; IGF-1: Insulin-like growth factor; PPAR: 
Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor; MSC: Mesenchymal stem cell;IL-1: Interleukin 1; TNF: Tumor necrosis factor.

volumetric BMD on high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography 
(HRpQCT) of the radius[27].

Bone turnover in T1DM: Low levels of bone formation markers like osteocalcin (OC) 
have been seen in patients with T1DM. OC is of particular interest in T1DM because its 
effects on both insulin production and insulin sensitivity have been demonstrated. 
Markers of bone resorption including procollagen type1 N-terminal propeptide 
(P1NP) and C-terminal cross-link of collagen (CTX) are either low or unaltered in 
T1DM. These together hint towards T1DM as an overall, low bone turnover state [28,
29].

Data on bone histomorphometry, the gold standard for the study of bone turnover 
is scarce in T1DM. No differences were seen in bone formation or resorption markers 
in a cohort of T1DM compared to controls. However, among those with a history of 
fractures, reduced activation frequency and increased degree of mineralization and 
nonenzymatic collagen crosslinks, were observed that suggest a low turnover state[30].

Bone geometry-size and structure: T1DM predominantly affects the cortical bone 
structure, whereas changes to trabecular bone are less pronounced. Lower cortical 
thickness but with the increased cross-sectional area has been demonstrated in long 
bones. The overall bone size is not smaller, but they have a larger endosteal circum-
ference likely due to an enlarged trabecular bone compartment[31]. Though there are 
no differences in trabecular microarchitecture from controls, patients with T1DM and 
concomitant microvascular disease have thinner trabeculae, a lesser number of 
trabeculae per unit volume with increased spacing in between as observed on 
HRpQCT and magnetic resonance imaging[32]. A recent study using HRpQCT in 
adolescents shows detrimental changes in tibial and radial microarchitecture and bone 
strength, even before changes in BMD occur. Thus, the reduction in bone strength 
must have been related to poor glycemic control earlier in life. This study highlights 
that changes in bone microarchitecture and strength in early life in those with T1DM, 
rather than bone density, can predict the increased risk of fracture observed in adults
[33].

Alteration in bone tissue quality: Although much is unknown, some analogy can be 
drawn with changes in T2DM, including accumulation of AGEs, increased collagen 
cross-linking, altered expression of noncollagenous protein expression and occlusion 
of vascular channels with microvascular disease, all of which can stiffen the organic 
matrix and increase fragility.

Reduced bone turnover in T1DM leads to the accumulation of aging bone material, 
and shifts to a more carbonated bone mineral matrix, which can detrimentally 
influence bone tissue strength[34,35].

Nonosseous factors contributing to bone fragility: Recurrent hypoglycemic episodes, 
low body weight, microvascular complications especially peripheral neuropathy, 
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autonomic neuropathy and retinopathy can all contribute to the increased risk of falls 
in patients with T1DM. Additional factors like concomitant uncorrected hypothy-
roidism, celiac disease, hypogonadism and low IGF-1 levels can also contribute to poor 
muscle strength. However, data regarding the relative contribution of these factors 
and susceptibility to fracture risk are not yet available.

BONE HEALTH IN T2DM
Epidemiology of fracture risk in T2DM
Patients with T2DM carry less fracture risk than the T1DM category but are subject to 
an increased risk of overall fractures (5%-24%)[16,36-38]. The meta-analyses that 
evaluated the fracture risk in T2DM patients are summarized in Table 1. Among the 
skeletal sites, increased risk of hip fracture (8%-70%) has been reported consistently in 
most of the meta-analyses[14,39-42]. Young age, prolonged duration of diabetes, use of 
insulin[39] and Asian ethnicity[40] are the factors that have been associated with a 
higher risk of hip fracture in diabetic patients. However, the risk of fracture is not 
comparable at all the skeletal sites. Increased risk of new (incident) vertebral fracture 
has been reported by Koromani et al[43], but the same meta-analysis also reports a 
lesser rate of prevalent vertebral fracture in diabetic patients in comparison to controls
[43]. Among the other nonvertebral fractures, significantly increased risk of the ankle
[37,44,45], wrist[16,45] and arm fractures[37,44] have been reported in some but not in 
all the meta-analyses.

BMD in T2DM patients
In a meta-analysis[46] of 15 observational studies, BMD at different sites was 
compared between 3437 T2DM patients and 19139 controls. The pooled analyses 
showed a significant increase in BMD at hip (0.06 g/cm2), femoral neck (0.04 g/cm2) 
and spine (0.06 g/cm2). The meta-regression analysis showed higher HbA1c, body 
mass index, young age and male gender to be associated with high BMD in T2DM 
patients[46]. In another meta-analysis[16], where pooled analysis of BMD was 
evaluated in both T1DM and T2DM patients, BMD was found to be significantly 
increased in the latter but decreased in T1DM patients. In this meta-analysis also, body 
mass index was a significant predictor of BMD in T2DM patients. Obesity and 
hyperinsulinemia could be the major reasons behind the higher BMD in type 2 diabetic 
patients. Even in prediabetic male patients, BMD was found to be higher at the 
femoral neck in a study from South Korea[47]. However, BMD was significantly less at 
the femoral neck among obese T2DM children at the time of diagnosis of diabetes[48]. 
In a study from India, no significant difference in BMD was found between T2DM and 
controls[49]. Though different studies show inconsistent results, most have reported 
higher BMD in adult T2DM patients than in controls. The risk of increased bone 
fragility in T2DM patients with relatively higher BMD suggests a paradoxical 
phenomenon, contrary to the findings in the general population.

Structural bone quality in T2DM
Alteration in bone microarchitecture leading to poor bone quality can be one of the 
major reasons behind the increased fracture risk in T2DM patients. TBS can act as a 
surrogate for bone microarchitecture. A meta-analysis that included 40508 individuals 
from 12 studies found significantly lower TBS (standardized mean difference: -0.31, 
95%CI: -0.45 to -0.16) in patients with T2DM than controls[50]. Even TBS in patients 
with prediabetes was also significantly lower (standardized mean difference: -0.13, 
95%CI: -0.23 to -0.04) than those with normal blood glucose[50]. Higher accretion of 
pentasodine, an AGE, had been correlated with lower TBS in patients with diabetes 
[51].

HRpQCT is a noninvasive technique, apart from TBS, that has been used to evaluate 
bone architecture. In a study of elderly female diabetic patients, cortical porosity was 
higher at the radius (P<0.05) and tibia leading to a decrease in compressive biomech-
anical properties[52]. In another study, postmenopausal diabetic patients with fragility 
fracture had higher endocortical bone surface, intracortical pore volume and greater 
relative porosity at the distal tibia and ultra-distal radius than those without fracture 
[53].

Diabetic patients with microvascular disease had inferior cortical bone quality than 
those without microvascular disease[54]. Diabetes-related vascular changes (cortical 
microangiopathy) had been postulated as the reason behind the poor cortical bone 
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Table 1 Summary of meta-analyses evaluating risk of fracture in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus

Ref. Fracture site Risk effect 
(95%CI) P value Risk factors (site)

Hip RR 1.33 (1.19-1.49) SVilaca et al[39], 2020

Nonvertebral RR 1.19 (1.11-1.28) S

Younger age, female gender, insulin use, longer duration of 
diabetes (hip)

Vertebral (incident) OR 1.35(1.27-1.44) SKoromani et al[43], 2020

Vertebral (prevalent) OR 0.84 (0.74-0.95) S

All RR 1.22 (1.13-1.31) S

Hip RR 1.27 (1.16-1.39) S

Distal forearm RR 0.97 (0.66-1.09) NS

Upper arm RR 1.54 (1.19-1.99) S

Ankle RR 1.15 (1.01-1.31) S

Wang et al[36], 2019 

Vertebrae RR 1.74 (0.96-3.16) NS

Limb RR 1.18 (1.02-1.35) S

Leg/Ankle RR 1.80 (1.13-2.87) S

Humerus RR 1.27 (0.60-2.68) NS

Wrist/hand/foot RR 1.26 (0.94-1.71) NS

Liu et al[44], 2018

Forearm RR 0.98 (0.78-1.23) NS

Female gender (leg/ankle)

Ankle RR 1.30 (1.15-1.48) SVilaca et al[45], 20191

Wrist RR 0.85 (0.77-0.95) S

All RR 1.05 (1.04-1.06) S

Hip RR 1.20 (1.17-1.23) S

Vertebral RR 1.16 (1.05-1.28) S

Foot RR 1.37 (1.21-1.54) S

Wrist RR 0.98 (0.88-1.07) NS

Proximal humerus RR 1.09 (0.86-1.31) NS

Moayeri et al[37], 2017

Ankle RR 1.13 (0.95-1.32) NS

Older age, male gender, duration of diabetes. Insulin use, 
Corticosteroid use (overall)

All IRR 1.23 (1.12-1.35) S

Hip IRR 1.08 (1.02-1.15) S

Jia et al[38], 20172

Vertebrae IRR 1.21 (0.98-1.48) NS

Ni and Fan[42], 2017 All LBMF RR 1.24 (1.09-1.41) S Female gender

Hip OR 1.30 (1.07-1.57) SDytfeld and Michalak[40], 
20173

Vertebral OR 1.13 (0.94-1.37) NS

Cohort studies, Studies conducted in Asia (hip)

Fan et al[41], 2016 Hip RR 1.34 (1.19-1.51) S

Hip RR 1.38 (1.25-1.53) S

Wrist RR 1.19 (1.01-1.41) S

Vertebrae RR 0.93 (0.63-1.37) NS

Vestergaard[16], 2007 

All RR 0.96 (0.57-1.61) NS

Janghorbani et al[14], 2007 Hip RR 1.7 (1.3-2.2) S

1Study included both type 1 and type 2 diabetes.
2Low energy fractures.
3Low energy fractures in postmenopausal women. CI: Confidence interval; IRR: Incidence rate ratio; LBMF: Low bone mass-related fractures; NS: Not 
significant; OR: Odds ratio; RR: Relative risk; S: Statistically significant.
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quality in diabetic patients with a fracture[55]. Moreover, cortical porosity was 
significantly higher in T2DM patients with peripheral vascular disease in comparison 
to controls, and cortical porosity was inversely correlated with transcutaneous oxygen 
tension[56]. On the other hand, in the Maastricht Study[57], T2DM patients with 
HbA1c <7% have superior cortical bone quality than those with poor glycemic control, 
but no significant relation was found with the microvascular disease.

To summarize, change in bone microarchitecture as evidenced by poor cortical bone 
quality in T2DM patients can explain to some extent the paradox of increased bone 
fragility despite preserved BMD in these patients. Bone material strength index (BMSi) 
as calculated by in vivo bone microindentation acts as a surrogate marker of bone 
strength. Reduced BMSi has been reported in T2DM patients in comparison to 
nondiabetic controls[58,59]. Adiposity is related to decreased BMSi and increased 
cortical porosity in T2DM patients[60].

Bone turnover in T2DM
The studies that evaluated bone turnover markers (BTMs) in diabetic patients mostly 
identified diabetes as a low turnover disease. A meta-analysis that included 22 studies 
comprising of both T1DM and T2DM patients reported lower levels of both bone 
resorption (urinary N-terminal cross-linked telopeptide of type-I collagen) and 
formation (OC) markers[61]. However, subgroup analysis of T2DM patients showed 
only a trend towards lower OC levels in comparison to nondiabetic controls. In 
another recent meta-analysis[62], a pooled analysis showed significantly lower 
resorption markers (CTX and tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase) as well as formation 
markers (OC and P1NP) in T2DM patients. Moreover, sclerostin was found to be 
significantly higher in T2DM patients[62]. The elevated sclerostin level can be the link 
between hyperglycemia, low bone turnover and increased fracture risk in T2DM[63,
64]. In a bone histomorphometry study, reduced mineralization surface, mineral 
apposition rate, bone formation rate and adjusted apposition rate along with a 
significant increase in mineralization lag time had been reported in eight (six type 2 
and two type 1) diabetic patients in comparison to control[65]. In another study, 
significantly reduced mineralization surface, osteoblast surface and bone formation 
rate had been found in T2DM patients in comparison to nondiabetic control[66].

Pathophysiology of bone disease in T2DM
The increased fracture risk in T2DM is due to increased bone fragility and a greater 
risk of falls in these patients. Diminished vision, peripheral neuropathy, poor balance, 
diabetic arthropathy and hypoglycemic episodes can all increase the risk of falls in 
these patients. Moreover, antidiabetic medications can also increase fracture risk 
(discussed in next section). A brief outline of the pathophysiology of bone disease in 
T2DM has been illustrated in Figure 2. The detailed discussion of various 
pathophysiological mechanisms is beyond the scope of this review. The readers can 
find more detailed discussions on this topic elsewhere[2,67].

IMPACT OF DIABETES TREATMENTS ON BONE METABOLISM: 
CURRENT EVIDENCE
The complexity of bone changes in diabetes is made more complicated by the plethora 
of effects that pharmacotherapy induces. Therapeutic agents for diabetes affect bone 
quality and fracture risk by different mechanisms. First, they can affect bone formation 
and resorption at the molecular level. Second, some agents induce weight loss that can 
independently be associated with a reduction of bone mass. Third, agents that increase 
the chance of fall especially in the elderly can increase the chance of fracture, 
irrespective of bone quality. The effects of individual agents are discussed in Table 2
[68-87].

Overall, insulin, metformin and glucagon-like peptide 1 analogs have a beneficial 
effect, and pioglitazone and bariatric surgery have a negative effect on bone 
morphology. Agents like sulfonylureas, dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors and sodium-
glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors do not have any direct beneficial or detrimental 
effects on bone morphology. But the fracture outcome data with all these agents 
depend on concomitant weight loss and risk for hypoglycemia. To date, only 
pioglitazone, insulin and bariatric surgery have demonstrated an increased risk for 
fracture in a real-world setting. However, whether insulin actually increases the 
fracture risk is controversial. Insulin-treated patients on average have longer disease 
duration and a higher prevalence of micro-and macrovascular complications. Thus, 
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Table 2 The effect of diabetes therapies on skeletal parameters and fracture risk

Agents Effect on bone 
metabolism

Additional effects on 
fracture risk

Effect on bone markers 
and BMD Effect on fracture Overall 

effect

Insulin Anabolic Increases fall risk[68] No negative effect Hip, peripheral and osteoporotic fracture 
risk is magnified[69]. A propensity 
matched cohort analysis demonstrated 
adjusted sub hazard ratio of 1.38 (95%CI: 
1.06-1.80) for major fractures with insulin 
use as compared with nonusers[70]. 
Females are more prone. No increased 
risk with glargine use[71]

Effect on 
bone +ve. 
Fracture 
risk ↑

Metformin Anabolic (via AMPK). 
Skew the mesenchymal 
stem cells from the 
adipogenic to the 
osteogenic arm[72] and 
inhibit osteoclast 
differentiation[73]

Reductions in oxidative 
stress and cell apoptosis

In a meta-analysis the use of metformin 
was associated with a reduced risk of 
fracture (RR 0.86, 95%CI: 0.75-0.99). It 
was mostly prescribed in the early stages 
of T2DM, and there was less 
hypoglycemia that might explain fewer 
fractures with metformin[74]

Effect on 
bone +ve. 
Fracture 
risk ↓

Sulfonylurea Negligible effect Increases fall risk due to 
hypoglycemia

Negligible effect A recent meta-analysis including 11 
studies involving 255644 individuals 
showed 14% increase in the risk of 
developing fracture[75]. Most of the 
fractures were attributable to increased 
fall due to hypoglycemia[76]

Effect on 
bone-
neutral. 
Fracture 
risk ↔/↑

Pioglitazone Proadipogenic. Inhibits 
osteoblast 
differentiation. Inhibits 
osteoclast 
differentiation[77]

None The bone resorption 
marker(CTX) was elevated, 
while indicators of bone 
formation were reduced[78]. 
It was also associated with 
significant reduction in BMD 
among women at the lumbar 
spine as well in femoral neck. 

An updated meta-analysis including 
24544 participants from 22 RCTS showed 
significantly increased incidence of 
fracture was found in women (OR=1.94; 
95%CI: 1.60-2.35; P<0.001), but not in 
men (OR=1.02; 95%CI: 0.83-1.27; P=0.83). 
The fracture risk was independent of age, 
and there was no clear association with 
duration of TZD exposure[79]

Effect on 
bone -ve. 
Fracture 
risk ↑

DPP-4 
inhibitors

Preclinical studies 
demonstrated 
antiresorptive evidence
[80]

None None The overall risk of fracture did not differ 
between patients exposed to DPP-4 
inhibitors and controls (RR, 0.95; 95%CI: 
0.83-1.10; P = 0.50) in a meta-analysis 
including 62 RCTs[81]

Effect on 
bone- 
neutral. 
Fracture 
risk ↔

GLP-1 
Analogues

Pro-osteoblast. 
Suppress sclerostin and 
increase osteocalcin[82]

By virtue of weight loss, 
they are supposed to 
cause a decrease in BMD

BMD did not significantly 
change after exenatide-
induced weight loss (-3.5 ± 
0.9 kg); suggesting that 
exenatide treatment 
attenuated BMD decrements 
after weight loss[83]

The Bayesian network meta-analysis 
suggested that GLP-1 RAs had a 
decreased bone fracture risk compared to 
other antihyperglycemic drugs, and 
exenatide is the safest agent with regard 
to the risk of fracture[84]

Effect on 
bone +ve. 
Fracture 
risk ↔

SGLT-2 
inhibitors

Preclinical data are 
conflicting

Weight loss causes BMD 
loss. Increased PTH due 
to phosphate 
reabsorption

A randomized controlled 
study (104 wk) found that 
canagliflozin induced 
reductions in hip BMD 
(−1.2% relative to placebo)
[85]

A recent meta-analysis including 30 
RCTs demonstrated that the incidence of 
bone fractures was not significantly 
different between patients taking SGLT2 
inhibitors and placebo[86]

Effect on 
bone ↔. 
Fracture 
risk ↔

Metabolic 
surgery

No direct effect. 
Mechanical unloading, 
nutritional deficiencies 
and hormonal changes 
are catabolic to bone

Massive weight loss 
causes a reduction of 
BMD. The severity of 
bone outcomes seems to 
be related to the degree 
of malabsorption varies 
depending on different 
procedures

Patients undergoing gastric 
bypass surgery, BMD was 
5%-7% lower at the spine and 
6%–10% lower at the hip 
compared with nonsurgical 
controls, as assessed by QCT 
and dual-energy X-ray 
absorptiometry[87]

In a large database from the United 
Kingdom. RYGB is associated with a 43% 
increased risk of nonvertebral fracture 
compared with AGB, with risk increasing 
>2 yr after surgery. The risk was highest 
after 5 yr of surgery (HR 3.91)[87]

Effect on 
bone -ve. 
Fracture 
risk ↑

AGB: Adjustable gastric banding; AMPK: AMP-activated protein kinas; BMD: Bone mineral density; CI: Confidence interval; CTX: C-terminal cross-linked 
telopeptide; DPP-4: Dipeptidyl-peptidase 4; GLP-1: Glucagon -like peptide-1; HR: Hazard ratio; OR: Odds ratio; PTH: Parathormone; QCT: Quantitative 
computed tomography; RCT: Randomized controlled trial; RYGB: Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; RR: Relative risk; SGLT-2: Sodium-glucose cotransporter 2; 
T2DM: Type 2 diabetes mellitus; TZD: Thiazolidinedione; ↑: Increase; ↓: Decrease; ↔: Unchanged; +ve: Positive; -ve: Negative.

insulin use may just be a surrogate for severity or duration of T2DM, risk of 
hypoglycemia, presence of complications or increased risk of fall, which may explain 
the increased fracture risk in patients with T2DM. However, given there is a paucity of 
evidence of fracture outcome data from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) as a 
primary outcome, the conclusions reached herein are subject to change with additional 
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Figure 2 Mechanisms underlying bone fragility in type 2 diabetes mellitus. AGE: Advanced glycated end product; BMSi: Bone material strength index; 
CTX: C-terminal cross-linked telopeptide; GLP-1: Glucagon-like peptide-1; MSC: Mesenchymal stem cells; P1NP: Procollagen type 1 N-terminal propeptide; PTH: 
Parathyroid hormone; ROS: Reactive oxygen species; TRAP: Tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase.

future evidence.

PREDICTION OF FRACTURE RISK IN INDIVIDUALS WITH DIABETES: AN 
EMERGING CHALLENGE
Given the increasing number of patients with diabetes and consequently increasing the 
population-attributable risk of fracture, it is imperative to find out predictors of 
fracture. Even with increased fracture risk in diabetes, risk stratification of patients 
with diabetes is still lacking.
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Clinical and radiologic assessment
The association between standard clinical risk factors (CRFs) for osteoporotic fractures 
as well as incident fractures is comparable in individuals with and without diabetes
[88]. Nevertheless, other factors specific to the diabetic population need to be 
considered. For the duration of diabetes, studies have shown positive associations 
with fracture risk[89]. Poor glycemic control may impact differently on fracture risk 
depending on the type of diabetes. In some studies, a higher risk of fracture was 
observed in the presence of chronic complications of diabetes[16,90]. However, the 
impact of diabetic complications on fracture risk is debatable. In patients with 
diabetes, a history of fall is of particular importance.T2DM patients with fractures 
have more frequent episodes of fall and are more likely to be affected by peripheral 
neuropathy and reduced physical performance[91]. Vitamin D deficiency is also more 
common in patients with diabetes, and it is generally accepted that vitamin D-deficient 
subjects are at greater risk of fractures, but specific data on vitamin D-deficient 
patients with diabetes are not available[92].

In day-to-day practice, fracture risk is usually determined by measuring BMD (at 
the lumbar spine and the proximal femur) and by CRF assessment. These well-
established RFs are part of a questionnaire-based FRAX released in 2008[93]. In 
general, BMD measured by DXA is regarded as the gold standard for bone health 
assessment in clinical practice. However, the estimated fracture probabilities by the 
BMD T-score and FRAX significantly underestimate fracture risk in patients with 
T1DM and T2DM[3,5]. This situation poses considerable challenges for the primary 
prevention of fragility fractures in these patients.

Risk assessment modalities
The bone status and fracture risk in diabetic patients may be evaluated by different 
approaches: BMD, CRFs, fracture probability, bone microarchitecture and bone 
strength.

BMD, CRFs, fracture probability: Studies have consistently demonstrated lower BMD 
in patients with T1DM compared to subjects without diabetes[16] and higher BMD in 
patients with T2DM. Importantly, for patients with both T1DM and T2DM, the BMD 
T-score underestimates the fracture risk[5,16]. Schwartz et al[5] showed that a T-score 
in a diabetic woman that is associated with risk of hip fracture corresponds to a T-
score of approximately 0.5 units lower in a nondiabetic woman[5]. Though BMD 
underestimates the risk of fracture, it stratifies the risk in elderly patients with T2DM
[94].

The FRAX algorithm allows for calculations of the 10year probability of fracture. 
The assessment is based on CRFs and the hip BMD T-score and permits for the 
incorporation of secondary osteoporosis for example in T1DM but not in T2DM. One 
prospective study found that the FRAX algorithm underestimated fracture risk in 
patients with T2DM[5], and a retrospective cohort study showed that FRAX underes-
timated the risk of hip fracture and major osteoporotic fracture in a group of combined 
T1DM and T2DM patients[3].

Overall, neither BMD T-score nor the FRAX tool provides a satisfactory fracture risk 
evaluation for patients with diabetes, and additional considerations on this topic are 
described in the next section.

Bone microarchitecture and bone quality: HRpQCT can be used to image and 
quantify volumetric BMD and bone microarchitecture including cortical porosity at a 
low radiation dose. Further, the estimated bone strength and failure load can be 
calculated. An association between high cortical porosity and T2DM was first 
described by Burghardt and others[52,53,95]. As determined by finite element analysis, 
pathologic cortical microarchitecture translated into major deficits in stiffness, failure 
load and cortical load fraction[52]. Recently, the Framingham Study found that T2DM 
patients had lesser cortical volumetric BMD, higher cortical porosity and smaller tibial 
cross-sectional area, independent of age, sex, weight and height[96]. Although the 
HRpQCT data is promising and could be a better fracture risk predictor than DXA, 
this research technique is unlikely to become widely available for routine clinical use.

A newer approach for the assessment of bone quality is bone indentation. Some 
studies using tibial outer cortex microindentation have shown that the estimated BMSi 
is reduced in T2DM compared to controls[59,97]. Moreover, AGE accumulation is 
negatively related to BMSi[97]. Nevertheless, its wide use as a clinical tool is restricted 
because of the invasive procedure. Taken together, available data points towards 
deficits in the cortical compartment and lesser resistance to the indentation in patients 
with diabetes.
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The TBS is a parameter that reveals bone microarchitecture through analysis of DXA 
image pixel gray-level variations. Leslie et al[98] evaluated 2356 diabetic women (both 
T1DM and T2DM) and 27051 women without diabetes and revealed lower TBS in 
diabetic patients in comparison to controls in spite of higher lumbar spine and hip 
BMD in patients with diabetes. Current studies suggest the potential of TBS in fracture 
risk prediction for diabetic patients[99-101]. Clinical studies directly comparing 
differences in TBS between T1DM and T2DM are scarce. To summarize, because TBS is 
DXA based, it can be accessed without the need of new equipment, and TBS is more 
helpful for predicting fracture risk when combined with BMD. However, there is a 
lack of evidence demonstrating how post-treatment TBS improvement can decrease 
fracture risk[102].

Histomorphometry and BTMs: Studies in rodent models have found a reduced rate of 
bone turnover, worse microstructure, and lower strength in T1DM and T2DM. 
However, as the bone biopsy is an invasive test, only a small number of clinical studies 
have investigated the bone quality of patients using bone histomorphometry[102]. 
Moreover, results are inconsistent among different studies. A recent paper has shown 
that premenopausal women with T2DM have low bone turnover rates compared to 
healthy controls, and histomorphometry parameters are influenced by disease control 
and the presence of chronic complications[103]. Additional high-quality studies are 
necessary to determine the histologic changes of diabetic bone.

BTMs have been extensively investigated in patients with DM. A recent meta-
analysis on levels of circulating BTMs in children and adolescents withT1DM reported 
reduced levels of OC compared to subjects without diabetes, while data were not 
conclusive for CTX and P1NP[104]. Another meta-analysis evaluating BTMs in both 
T1DM and T2DM subjects showed increased levels of alkaline phosphate in diabetic 
patients and decreased OC, CTX, and 25 (OH) vitamin D levels compared to controls
[61]. Neither P1NP, N-terminal propeptide type1 collagen, deoxypyridinoline, bone-
specific alkaline phosphatase nor parathyroid hormone (PTH) differed significantly 
from controls. This meta-analysis also reported considerable heterogeneity between 
the studies. Newer evidence suggested BTMs are decreased as CTX, OC, P1NP, u-N-
terminal propeptide type 1 collagen and PTH were lower in T2DM than controls[105-
107]. The association between BTMs and fracture has been evaluated in cross-sectional 
trials. CTX and sclerostin may potentially predict fractures, but longitudinal trials are 
required[108,109]. In general, BTMs are poorly related to fracture risk in patients with 
diabetes as bone marker levels differ from study to study. It should also be pointed out 
that nephropathy may alter bone turnover and modify fracture risk in diabetes.

BTMs seem to be lower in patients with diabetes, whereas bone-specific alkaline 
phosphatase is normal to higher, suggesting that the matrix becomes hyperminer-
alized in diabetic patients[110]. This may clarify, in part, the paradox of low bone 
strength and increased BMD.

Evaluation of bone health in T1DM 
There are no specific recommendations on BMD screening for T1DM patients. 
Following pediatric guidelines in children and adolescents with T1DM, osteoporosis 
can only be diagnosed in the presence of vertebral compression fractures or clinically 
significant long bone fractures (≥2 long-bone fractures up to the age of 10 years and ≥ 3 
long-bone fractures up to age 19 years) with a BMD Z-score of 2.0 or lower[111]. The 
preferred sites for bone mineral content and areal BMD measurements in children 
include spine and total body less head but not the hip. However, there is a lack of 
normative data in children, and areal BMD requires adjustments for differences in 
height and bone size. The effects of height and bone size on BMD can be offset by an 
automated radiogrammetric measurement of cortical BMD of the second to fourth 
metacarpal bones using BoneXpert, expressed as a bone health index, and one study 
has reported significantly decreased cortical bone density using this technique in 
children and adolescents with T1DM[112].

The FRAX algorithm is used to estimate an individual’s 10year probability of major 
osteoporotic fracture and hip fracture in subjects greater than 40 years of age. 
However, T1DM is considered as a cause of secondary osteoporosis, and therefore it 
increases fracture probability only if BMD is not included in the calculations[20]. A 
low TBS value can increase the predicted fracture probability in T1DM[113].

To date, it is not clear who should undergo a BMD assessment among T1DM 
patients. One single study suggested a number of risk factors for fractures in patients 
with T1DM, the presence of which should dictate the need for DXA scanning and 
further evaluation. Figure 3 provides an approach for investigating osteoporosis in 
T1DM.
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Figure 3 Algorithm for evaluation of bone health in type 1 diabetes mellitus. BMI: Body mass index; BMD-DXA: Bone mineral density by dual energy 
X-ray absorptiometry; F/U: Follow up; FRAX: Fracture Risk Assessment Tool; H/o: History of; T1DM: Type 1 diabetes mellitus; TBS: Trabecular bone score; VFA: 
Vertebral fracture assessment.

Evaluation of fracture risk in patients with T2DM-an algorithm
The identification of fracture risk in patients with T2DM remains challenging and the 
optimal approach has not yet been established. An algorithm for the evaluation of 
fracture risk in diabetic patients is proposed in Figure 4. This approach may change 
over time as additional evidence accumulates.

COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT OF FRACTURE RISK IN PATIENTS 
WITH DIABETES
Nonpharmacologic management
Patients with diabetes should modify their lifestyle with optimal exercise and a 
balanced diet. Exercise is beneficial to improve bone strength and bone biomechanical 
properties[114]. Nevertheless, weight loss-associated muscle and bone loss may 
enhance the risk of sarcopenia and skeletal fragility. Sarcopenia and sarcopenic obesity 
should be prevented by sufficient protein intake and weight-bearing exercise to reduce 
the risk of falls and frailty[115]. Calcium and vitamin D are important in the 
maintenance of bone health and are included in the treatment of osteoporosis. Even 
though the skeletal benefits of vitamin D supplementation in diabetes have not been 
shown, in correspondence to the nondiabetic population, daily intake of 800 IU 
vitamin D may be advocated. Nevertheless, it may not be enough to attain optimal 
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Figure 4 Evaluation of fracture risk in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus.1: ≥ 1 nonvertebral nonhip fragility fracture might be required to initiate 
therapy; 2: Diabetes-specific clinical risk factors (diabetes duration, antidiabetic medications,, hemoglobin A1c and microvascular complications); 3: In diabetes, 
fracture risk at T-score < -2 equivalent for nondiabetes at T-score < -2.5; 4: See text. CRF: Clinical risk factor; TBS: Trabecular bone score; DXA: Dual energy X-ray 
absorptiometry; T2DM: Type 2 diabetes mellitus; FRAX: Fracture Risk Assessment Tool; H/o: History of. Modified from Ferrari et al[123]: Ferrari SL, Abrahamsen B, 
Napoli N, Akesson K, Chandran M, Eastell R, El-Hajj Fuleihan G, Josse R, Kendler DL, Kraenzlin M, Suzuki A, Pierroz DD, Schwartz AV, Leslie WD; Bone and 
Diabetes Working Group of IOF. Diagnosis and management of bone fragility in diabetes: an emerging challenge. Osteoporos Int 2018; 29:2585-2596.Copyright 
©The Author(s) 2018. Published by Springer Nature.

serum levels (30 ng/mL) in T2DM. Sufficient calcium intake (1000 mg/d) is also 
recommended (preferably from food sources). For children and adolescents with 
T1DM, calcium and vitamin D supplementation is particularly important. Screening 
for celiac disease and early introduction of gluten-free diet is very important in T1DM 
subjects. Other nonpharmacological measures like avoidance of smoking, decrease in 
sodium intake and limitation in alcohol consumption (< 3 units/d) remain vital.

Optimal management of diabetes in patients with concomitant osteoporosis
Glycemic control and diabetic chronic complications: Although strict glycemic 
control does not necessarily lessen the fracture risk[116], numerous studies have 
suggested that poor glycemic control enhances the fracture risk compared to control in 
T1DM[117,118] and T2DM[119,120]. Therefore, for diabetic patients, a smooth 
reduction in blood glucose level is required to avert hypoglycemia and its 
consequences, including fracture[121]. A strong association has been documented 
between diabetic complications and risk of fracture[119,122]. Peripheral neuropathy, 
retinopathy and any impairment of vision, predisposition to hypoglycemia, 
hypotension and recent history of fall should be taken into account and corrected 
where possible.

Choose antidiabetic drugs carefully: Medications used in the treatment of T2DM may 
have an impact on bone metabolism. For people with diabetes at high fracture risk, 
antidiabetic agents with neutral effects or even with a protective effect on bone, like 
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metformin, dipeptidyl peptidase-4inhibitors or glucagon-like peptide-1RA, should be 
preferred. Thiazolidinediones should be used with caution in elderly patients with 
T2DM who are at risk for fracture, especially in postmenopausal women, and the 
concurrent use of thiazolidinediones and sulfonylureas should be avoided in 
particular. Caution should be exercised when using sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 
inhibitors in elderly patients with cardiovascular diseases or those taking high-dose 
diuretics. Insulin should be used with caution and careful measures to prevent 
hypoglycemia.

Indications for treatment of osteoporosis in diabetic patients
In individuals with diabetes, treatment should be considered at more favorable BMD 
and FRAX values compared to the nondiabetic population. Recently, the Bone and 
Diabetes Working Group of the International Osteoporosis Foundation[123] 
recommended use of an intervention threshold of a BMD T-score of -2.0 at the hip or 
spine in patients with diabetes (Figure 4). Although possibly appropriate in Western 
populations, this proposed adjustment and absolute cut-off may not apply to Asian 
and the Middle East populations. This working group also suggested a monitoring 
every 2 years of BMD in diabetes. If significant BMD loss is observed upon two 
consecutive measurements (≥ 5% in 2 years), or the T-score reaches close to -2.0, 
treatment should be considered (Figure 4).

Risk assessment tools, such as FRAX, do not entirely capture the elevated risks in 
patients with T2DM. Therefore, for a given FRAX score, a higher risk of fracture is 
observed in T2DM patients than in patients without T2DM[5]. As T2DM confers an 
elevated fracture risk that is not dependent on standard CRFs, it has been suggested 
that inclusion of T2DM be considered in future FRAX versions[3]. The FRAX 
calculated fracture risk in diabetes is estimated to be equivalent to an addition of 10 
years of age or decreasing the BMD T-score by 0.5 SD[5]. Rheumatoid arthritis input to 
FRAX as a proxy for the T2DM effect is one option. Clinically, such a FRAX 
adjustment for T2DM can be useful despite limitations[124].

Osteoporosis therapies-efficacy in diabetes and cautions
Does diabetes modify the effectiveness of medications for osteoporosis? There is 
very little information available from comparative studies on the efficacy of 
osteoporosis therapies in diabetes-induced osteoporosis in general and in T1DM 
specifically. This has been worsened by the fact that diabetes is frequently an exclusion 
criterion for enrollment in clinical trials. In addition, there are concerns that in the 
setting of diabetes, antiresorptive therapies that suppress bone turnover may not be as 
effective[125]. Regarding antiresorptive therapies in people with diabetes, the efficacy 
of bisphosphonates and raloxifene in diabetic individuals are discussed here. Until 
now, the efficacy of denosumab in diabetes has been investigated in only one study.

Post hoc analyses of RCTs comparing results in people with diabetes randomized to 
treatment vs placebo have provided the strongest clinical evidence concerning the 
efficacy of bisphosphonates in diabetic population. In any particular trial, however, the 
number of diabetic patients is often insufficient to evaluate the fracture-related 
outcome. Conducted among postmenopausal women in the United States, a post hoc 
analysis of the Fracture Intervention Trial, showed that the lumbar spine and hip 
BMDs were increased following alendronate therapy for 3 years relative to placebo in 
women with T2DM[126]. The size of these effects is comparable in diabetic and 
nondiabetic women. Risedronate efficacy in diabetic patients is established from the 
results of three RCTs that were conducted in Japan[127]. Risedronate has similar 
effects on bone resorption and formation markers and BMD at the lumbar spine in 
diabetic and nondiabetic patients. Similar antifracture efficacy for bisphosphonates has 
been reported in diabetic compared with nondiabetic subjects by observational studies
[128,129]. No trials or observational studies have assessed whether the efficacy of 
osteoporosis therapies in the diabetic population differs by BMD T-score. Analyses of 
two different RCTs of raloxifene, a nonsteroidal selective estrogen receptor modulator, 
show similar efficacy for diabetic and nondiabetic women for the prevention of 
vertebral fractures[130,131]. However, raloxifene also has the limitation of lack of 
efficacy in nonvertebral fractures similar to results in nondiabetic women. A meta-
analysis of antiosteoporosis medications in T1DM and T2DM patients indicated that 
the efficacy of alendronate, risedronate and raloxifene in improving BMD and 
decreasing fracture rate is comparable between diabetic and nondiabetic individuals 
[132].
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Effects of denosumab in diabetic patients with osteoporosis have been investigated 
in the subgroup analysis of the FREEDOM study and FREEDOM extension[133]. 
Long-term denosumab treatment reduced the risk of vertebral fractures and increased 
BMD in both diabetic and nondiabetic women with osteoporosis. No reduction in 
nonvertebral fractures has been observed.

Anabolic agents are of special interest in diabetes, which is associated with lower 
bone formation, in comparison to postmenopausal osteoporosis that is characterized 
by increased turnover[125]. Rodent studies are available for PTH and sclerostin 
antibodies. For PTH 1–34 (teriparatide), post hoc analyses of the DANCE observational 
study show that effects on nonvertebral fracture risk and BMD gain are similar in 
patients with T2DM and controls. Furthermore, patients with T2DM have a larger 
increase in femoral neck BMD during 18 mo of treatment with teriparatide in 
comparison to controls[134]. At present, clinical studies on the effectiveness of anti-
sclerostin monoclonal antibody (romosozumab) in patients with diabetes are not 
available.

Overall, both antiresorptive and anabolic therapies reduce the risk of fractures in 
diabetic patients. Table 3 summarizes the efficacy of osteoporosis therapies in patients 
with diabetes.

Special points when diabetic patients receive osteoporosis therapy: For osteoporosis 
treatment in diabetes, a vitamin D-sufficient status must be attained through supple-
mentation, and current evidence supports the use of both antiresorptive and anabolic 
agents[135]. People with diabetes may develop some degree of renal impairment and 
gastrointestinal complications. Therefore, it is imperative to assess renal function and 
gastrointestinal symptoms prior to starting antiresorptive drugs. Denosumab may be a 
favored choice in patients with diabetes who are older and/or have a worsening 
kidney function. Because diabetes is characterized by poor bone quality and low bone 
turnover, when sequential osteoporosis treatment is considered, an anabolic agent 
should be administered initially, followed by an antiresorptive drug[135].

A higher frequency of atypical femur fractures and osteonecrosis of the jaw is 
observed with the use of bisphosphonates and denosumab[125]. There is conflicting 
evidence on diabetes being associated with an increased incidence of atypical femur 
fractures[136]. In the oncology population, diabetes is considered a risk factor for the 
development of osteonecrosis of the jaw. In this population, the combined effects of 
osteoporosis therapy and diabetes are unknown.

Antiosteoporosis medications and glucose metabolism
The presence of crosstalk between the bone and energy metabolism has been 
established with animal models. Thus, the possible effects of antiosteoporosis drugs on 
glucose metabolism should be noted. Specifically, rodent models point out that OC has 
favorable effects on glucose metabolism[137]. Given that bone resorption inhibitors 
suppress OC, the concern is there that these therapies might enhance the risk of 
diabetes. Post hoc analyses of randomized trials of alendronate, zoledronic acid and 
denosumab indicated that the risk of diabetes is not increased by the use of antire-
sorptive therapies[138].

Observational studies have also shown that bisphosphonate use is associated with a 
lower risk of incident diabetes[139,140]. These findings provide reassurance that 
antiresorptive therapy will not increase the risk of incident diabetes. Mouse studies 
have found that downregulation of receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-Β 
signaling leads to improved hepatic insulin sensitivity and plasma glucose levels[141]. 
This appears to imply that receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-Β ligand blocking 
may have a favorable effect on diabetes prevention. Clinical trials, however, did not 
prove any correlation between denosumab (human monoclonal antibody that inhibits 
receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-Β ligand) treatment and fasting glucose, IR 
or diabetes risk[138]. Regarding raloxifene effects on glycemic control, a post hoc 
analysis found no difference in fasting glucose or HbA1c changes over 3 years between 
raloxifene and placebo in women with and without diabetes[142]. Using the Danish 
registry data, an observational study reported that raloxifene was associated with a 
reduced incidence of diabetes[128].

PTH 1–34 improved IR and increased serum OC in T2DM rats[143]. One short study 
revealed that teriparatide did not affect glucose metabolism after 6 mo of treat-ment
[144]. However, another study showed that after 6 mo of treatment with teriparatide 
(20 μg/d) fasting glucose and Homeostatic Model Assessment for IR index increased 
in postmenopausal women[145].
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Table 3 Effects of osteoporosis medications in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus

Medication Effect on glucose metabolism BMD Risk of fracture

Alendronate Reduction in the risk of diabetes Increase NA/unchanged

Risedronate Reduction in the risk of diabetes Increase NA

Etidronate NA NA Unchanged

Denosumab No effect on blood glucoselevels Increase Decrease

Raloxifene Improves insulin sensitivity NA Decrease/unchanged

Teriparatide No effect blood glucose levels Increase Unchanged

BMD: Bone mineral density; NA: Not available.

In conclusion, the data indicate that antiosteoporosis medications have minimal, if 
any, effects on glucose metabolism (Table 3). The findings of a reduction in the risk of 
developing diabetes with bisphosphonate use merit further investigation. Strategies 
for the best possible management of patients with T2DM and coexisting osteoporosis 
have been detailed elsewhere[146]. Figure 5 provides an outline of management.

Osteoporosis targeted pharmacotherapy in T1DM 
Given that T1DM is a low bone turnover state, anabolic agents like intermittent 
recombinant human PTH therapy and antisclerostin agent romosozumab seem to be 
interesting therapeutic options, but there are no human studies in the T1DM 
population. Bisphosphonates have shown no difference in efficacy in T1DM compared 
to T2DM or nondiabetics)[126]. However, caution must be exercised while using 
bisphosphonates in women of reproductive age. Denosumab increases predominantly 
cortical BMD, which makes it another intriguing option in T1DM, but there is no data 
yet. A novel agent, recombinant IGF-1, has shown promising results in T1DM rodent 
models[147].

Emerging treatment options 
A potential new antiosteoporosis treatment, romosozumab, is a monoclonal antibody 
against sclerostin that causes a loss of osteoblast inhibition along with inhibition of 
osteoclast activation. Romosozumab improves BMD at different skeletal sites and 
decreases the risk of fracture compared with placebo or other antiosteoporosis 
treatments[148]. Because elevated levels of sclerostin in diabetes may contribute to 
bone disease, it will be interesting to investigate the effect of romosozumab in diabetic 
patients. Further, research into the role of PTH for bone protection in patients with 
diabetes can provide interesting insights into its use as it is by far the best treatment 
for this patient population. Because AGEs play an important role in the pathogenesis 
of DM and osteoporosis, prevention of AGE-induced glycation of proteins connected 
with the maintenance of bone health can be a potential way of managing diabetes-
induced osteoporosis.

CONCLUSION
Both T1DM and T2DM are associated with bone fragility although via different 
mechanisms. The situation seems more complex in T2DM as BMD is elevated, and the 
bone quality alterations are multifactorial. The contribution of antidiabetic 
medications, if any exists, appears limited except through the induction of hypo-
glycemic episodes responsible for falls. Diabetes-associated osteoporosis and fracture 
are important complications to consider when evaluating patients with long-standing 
DM. However, there is no clear consensus on how to screen for fracture risk and when 
to initiate treatment of osteoporosis in patients with DM. Therefore, realistic measures 
should be taken, with special attention to the prevention of falls. Good glycemic 
control is essential for reducing the risk of bone fragility, but hypoglycemia should be 
avoided and medications with a neutral effect on bone metabolism are preferred. 
Future research should continue evaluating the structural determinants of bone 
fragility in diabetes and improving the fracture prediction tools to facilitate timely 
intervention and fracture prevention. The available data, albeit small, suggest that 
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Figure 5 Strategies for treating type 2 diabetes mellitus and concurrent osteoporosis. CKD-MBD: Chronic kidney disease–mineral and bone 
disorder; DPP-4i: Dipeptidyl-peptidase 4 inhibitor; GLP-1: Glucagon-like peptide-1; T2DM: Type 2 diabetes mellitus.

antiosteoporosis medications are equally effective in patients with and without 
diabetes. Dedicated trials investigating the effects of new osteoporosis drugs, such as 
sclerostin antibodies, on bone strength and fracture outcomes in diabetes are needed.
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